1. Locate slider button with thumb. Ensure opened end of Technocut® Plus Disposable Safety Scalpel is facing forward (see arrow on device).

2. Push slider button all the way forward until the blade is fully extended and advanced. You will hear a CLICK when it is locked in place.

3. Once locked in place, it is safe to use your Technocut® Plus Disposable Safety Scalpel.

4. After use, pull slider button, using your index finger or thumb, until the blade is completely retracted. You will hear a CLICK when it is locked in place.

5. Your Technocut® Plus Disposable Safety Scalpel is now in the Safe position. To continue use, repeat Step 2.

6. Once the procedure is complete, pull the slider button back with force until a LOUD CLICK is heard and felt. This is the Final Lock position, preventing further use and enabling safe disposal.